MUNICIPAL RESOLUTION NO. 66
Series of 2010

A RESOLUTION NAMING THE COVERED COURT IN TORRES COMPOUND, BARANGAY LIGAS I, BACOOR, CAVITE AS THE “MANUEL DUMALI COVERED COURT”.

Sponsored by Councilor Reynaldo Fabian

WHEREAS, the late Manuel Fabian Dumali was the Barangay Captain of Ligas I, Bacoor, Cavite;

WHEREAS, in view of the valuable contributions of the late Brgy. Captain Manuel Dumali to his constituents, the council deliberated to pass a resolution naming the covered court located at Torres Compound, Ligas I as the “Manuel Dumali Covered Court”;

NOW THEREFORE, upon motion of Councilor Reynaldo Fabian and unanimously seconded by all members present, in its special session assembled, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite to name the covered court located at Torres Compound, Ligas I, Bacoor, Cavite as the “Manuel Dumali Covered Court”;

RESOLVED FURTHER, to furnish the National Historical Institute and other government agencies with copies of this Resolution.

ADOPTED this 27th day of May 2010 by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Cavite.

I hereby certify that the contents of the foregoing Resolution are true and correct.

Certified by:

HON. MIGUEL N. BAUTISTA
Councilor Acting Presiding Officer

Attested by:

ATTY. KHALID A. ATEGA, JR.
Sangguniang Bayan Secretary

Approved by:

HON. STRIKE B. REVILLA
Municipal Mayor